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PREFACE

Thi s document:

•

GG21t-1581

IBf1 DATABASE 2 Relational concepts

descr i bes the relat i onal approach to data base systems in
general and to IBM OATABASE 2 (OB2) in particular.
The
relationship between IMS/VS Ol/I and DB2 applications is also
covered.
The intended audience is DP Professionals who wish
to understand the relat i onal model of data and how it is
implemented in OB2.
It is one in a series produced by the International Systems Center
- Santa Teresa. Other documents in the series are:

•

GG21t-1582

ISf1 DATABASE 2 concepts and Facflities Guide

which gives a functional overview of the IBM DATABASE 2
relational data base management system. It is intended to be
read by all DP Professi onals who wi sh to obtai n a good
functional knowledge of the product.

•

GG21t-1583

IBf1 DATABASE 2 SQL Usage Guide

whi ch demonstrates the power of Structured Query language
(SQU. a data base management language whi ch permi ts IBM
DATABASE 2 users to access and manipulate data in relational
data bases. The document is intended for DP Professionals who
wish to obtain a good functional knowledge of SQl. It covers
SQl by using a series of examples starting with the very basic
and becoming increasingly complex.

Preface
International Systems Center - Santa Teresa
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Thi s document descr i bes the relat i onal approach to data base
systems for those wi th a general understandi ng of data base
concepts.
IBM and customer personnel, familiar with the
hierarchical data base approach used in IMS/VS, should find the
document ea sy to read. However, knowl edge of IMS/VS is not a
prerequisite. The document contains the following chapters:
Chapter 2. What is a Relational Data Base?
Gives an overview of the most important ideas in relational data
base systems.
Chapter 3. The Relational Data Base Hodel
Describes the basic components of a relational data base system,
starting with the theory of the relational data base model.
Chapter 4. How DB2 Implements Relational concepts
Describes how the relational data base model that was introduced
in chapter 3 is implemented in DB2.
Chapter 5. Relational and Hierarchical
Compares key characteristics of the relational approach with a
hierarchical approach. Comparisons are also made here between
the IMS/VS implementation of the hierarchical model and the DB2
implementation of relational model.
Chapter 6. Advantages of a Relational Data Base system
Identifies the main advantages that could be achieved with the
relational approach. Comparable advantages of the hierarchical
approach are also summarized.
Chapter 7.
Describes
sui ted to
because of

Relational APplications
typical characteristics of applications that are most
be implemented wi th a relati onal data base system
the advantages identified in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2. UHAT IS A RELATIONAL DATA BASE?

THE "OTIVATION FOR RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTE"S
What is the motivation for a new data base system? What is the
driving force that leads to new alternative ways to structure and
to manipulate a data base? For the development of relational data
base systems the most important factor has been the striving for
simplification in the ways a data base system is used.
Relational data base systems
following main objectives
•

have

been

developed

with

the

Simple concepts
Basic data base concepts must be simplified so that many and
different users will find them more easy to understand.

•

Few, well-defined objects
The number of data base terms that vari ous users must
understand should be kept as low as possible. More important,
logically separate objects should be kept separate so that
the same object is not used for different purposes in
different contexts.

•

High level language
Ease-of-use
and
simplicity
should
be accomplished by
providing a high level language to operate on data as compared
to today's quite detailed data base languages. It should be
possible to express data base requests more in terms of what
the end-result should be rather than how this result
technically should be produced.

•

Well defined
foundation

operations

on

data

which

have a

theoretical

The possible operations on data should be based on a set of
basic common principles that apply to all operations. Such a
theoretical foundation will make it possible to predict the
outcome of all potential operations.
•

Simplified data definition and design
The process of designing and defining new data bases should be
simplified.
There should be means to iteratively correct,
change and complete earlier design in an on-going gradual
process.

Chapter 2. What is a Relational Data Base?
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•

Simplified installation and operation
The basic principle of simplified user interfaces to data
should also be carried over to installation and operation of
the data base management system itself.

These are the overall objectives that have been of the greatest
importance in the development of relational data base systems.
These general objectives may not always be fully realized in all
individual
implementations.
In
fact,
implementations
of
relat i onal data base systems wi 11 most probably di ffer wi th
respect
to
how they succeed
in
providing such
improved
ease-of-use facilitjes.
However, the overall principle of
increased simplicity is the single most important objective for
relational data base systems.

RELATIONS - TABLES. COLUMNS AND ROWS
The most fundamental property of a relational data base system is
that data is presented to the user as tables - the mathematical
name for a table with unique rows is a relation - and that the
system provides suitable operators for the manipulation of these
tables.
An example of a relational data structure is:

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
LASTNAME WORKDEPT PHOHEHO
Smith
Spenser
Geyer
Perez
Haas
Johnson
Nicholls
Thompson
Lutz
Pulaski
Setright
stern

Figure 1.

Ell
E21
E01
D21
ADO
D21
COl
B01
Dll
D21
Ell
D11

2095
0972
6789
9001
3978
8953
1793
3476
0672
7831
3332
6423

A telephone directory

This example shows only a single table. The table is a telephone
directory containing name, workdepartment and telephone number.
There is one row for each employee. Each row has three values 
one for each column in the table.

4
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A real relational data base is composed of many different tables,
not just one.
Thus, a relational data base appears as a
collection of tables, each consisting of columns and rows. The
rows in a table correspond to records in a file and the columns
correspond to the fields within such records. In order for the
analogy wi th a fi Ie to be meani ngful such a fl Ie should have
records of one single type only, all occurrences having the same
record structure and layout.

*'

The alternatives to presenting data as tables are to present data
in the form of hierarchies (as Dl/I) or in the form of networks
(as DBTG1). A main difference between these alternatives is that
in the case of network or hi erarchi cal data structures, the
relationships between data are to some extent represented by the
structure itself - in a network through Owner-Member links, in a
hierarchy through Paren~-Child links.
In relational data
structures all relationships between tables are represented
purely by the values in the tables.

OPERATIONS ON TABLES
In addition to providing a structure for data in the form of
tables with rows and columns, a relational data base system also
includes a language with a set of operators to access and update
such tables.
These
relati onal
data
base operators deal
exclusi vely wi th rows and columns. Operati ons on tables wi 11
directly reference fields by their values as the only means to
access the data in the tables. Operations on tables do not depend
on relationships that are implied in the data structure - like one
segment type being dependent on another segment type.
A relational data base language provides facilities for at least
the followi ng types of operat ions

1

DBTG is a generic name used for the specifications of a
network vi ew of data as defi ned by committees wi thi n the
CODASYl organisation. DBTG stands for Data Base Task Group 
the original working group within CODASYl that came up with a
set of specifications for network data base systems in 1971.
Chapter 2. What is a Relational Data Base?
International Systems Center - Santa Teresa
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•

Retrieval from a single table
A subset of rows from a given table or a
from a given table, or both, is selected.

•

subset of columns

Combining multiple tables
Rows from different tables are combined into new tables based
on common fields. This is a crucial facility of a relational
data base system.

•

Modification of tables
Individual rows or a group of rows are inserted, deleted or
updated.

•

A data definition language is provided for defining new
tables, and changing or deleting existing tables. This part
of the language also includes the functions necessary for the
data base administrator to define and maintain the storage
oriented aspects of the data bases .

•
DISTINCTION

Definition of tables

BET~EEN

DATA BASE DESIGN AND RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEHS

Quite often the following
management are confused:

two

separate

areas

of

data

•

Data base design

•

Relational data base management system implementations

base

A relational data base management system is the software package
that will provide facilities to access and update tables. As such
it includes a language to define, access and update the databases,
storage methods to maintain data on disk, utility functions,
concurrency control facilities and various service functions.
Data base design, on the other hand, is the task of structuring
data
in
the form of record structures.
This process is
independent from the selecti on of whi ch data base management
system will later be used to store the data. Data base design is
therefore a separate area of data base concepts.
Data base design theories have been somewhat formalized in the so
called Normalization process. This process deals with how fields
should be grouped into records, when a record type should be split
into multiple different record types, and when many record types
could be combined into one.
These theories are often presented
wi th much mathemat i cal formal ism and therefore often appear
unnecessarily complex.

6
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One does not have to understand normalization theory in order to
understand relational data base systems.
Normalization applies
also when the record structures are subsequently adopted to a
particular data base management system which is not a relational
data base system.
Normalization is sound design practice that
should reduce future update and mai ntenance problems and is
independent of the data base management system itself. However,
as will later be shown, the process of adopting a given data base
design to a relational data base management system may be simpler
than adopting it to other types of data base systems.

IHPLEHENTATIONS OF RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEHS
Several implementations of relational
offered commercially at
this
time.
offerings provided by IBM are:
•

data
The

base
most

systems are
significant

OB2
The relational data base system available for IMS/VS, CICS/VS
and TSO users under the MVS operati ng system.
The query
interface for end-user (as opposed to programmer, DBA etc.)
access to OB2 is QMF (Query Management Facility).

•

SQL/DS

~

~

The relational data base system available for CICS/DOS/VSE
users.

•

QBE
The
relational
data
base
system available as an
<Installed User Program) in the VM/CMS env ironment.
stands for Query-By-Example.

IUP
QBE

Many research prototypes have been developed at universities and
research institutions.
Among those the most widely known is
probably System R developed by IBM at the San Jose Research
Laboratory.
This prototype has provided much of the experience
and groundwork for both SQL/OS and OB2.
Another prototype is the Peterlee Relational Test Vehicle (PRTV),
developed in Peter lee UK, which later became a main component of a
' product called Interactive Management and Planning System (IMPS).

Chapter 2. What is a Relational Data Base?
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TERMINOLOGY USED IN RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Often quite different terminologies are used when relational data
base systems are di scussed in di fferent envi ronments.
Roughly
speaking the following approximate equivalences could be used.

Table
Row

= record

= record

Column

type or segment type or relation

occurrence or segment occurrence or tuple

= field

type or data element type or attribute

Relati on
is
a
term
that
is
obta i ned
from mathemat i cal
disciplines. In principle it has the same meaning as a table.
Other terms that are often found in the theoretical literature on
relational data bases are:

= table

•

Binary relation

•

N-ary relation

•

N-tuple

•

Degree

•

Cardi nal i ty

•

Domain
the total collection of all values that may occur for
a given column.

=a

= table

with two columns.

with H columns.

record from a table wi th N columns.

= number

of columns in a table.

= number

of rows ina table.

=

There is really no alternative term for domain but it has the
following meaning. All values that may occur for a specific
field type come from a domain of all the possible values of
thi s type.
Many di fferent fi eld types may use the same
domain. An example of a possible domain would be that of all
possible telephone numbers.
At any given time only some of
these possible numbers will actually occur in tables.
Throughout this document the terms table and
interchangeably to mean the same thi ng columns and rows.

8
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CHAPTER l. THE RELATIONAL DATA BASE HODEL

The following discussion is intended to give some background on
the theoretical basis of the relational data base model. in order
to better understand 082.
It is not intended to replace a more
rigorous treatment of the foundations of the relational theory as
can be found in other documents.
The relational database model has three main components
•

A way to structure data in the form of tables

•

The operators by which one can operate on these tables

•

The facilities that will provide data consistency

Each of these three areas will be covered as a separate section in
thi s chapter.

RELATIONAL DATA STRUCTURES - TABLES
The relational database structure is one where data is externally
structured in tables. It should be remembered that this applies
only to the external level - to programmers and interactive users
that use the data directly from a terminal. Internally, the data
base management system wi 11 have qu i te di fferent methods for
storing and accessing data.
The storage methods and access
techn i ques are not part of the relational data base model.

The basic rules for Tables
Table data structures are just what one could intuitively expect 
data organi zed in rows, these rows havi ng one value for each
column.
The fact that table structures are something with which
most people are fami liar. and whi ch have the same meani ng for
different people, is very important for the ease-of-use aspect of
relational data base systems.
An example of a table structure is:

Chapter 3. The Relational Data Base Model
International Systems Center - Santa Teresa
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EMPLOYEE
EMPHO

LASTHAME WORKOEPT PHOHEHO JOBCOOE EOUCLVL SEX SALARY

000260
000270
000050
000070
000100
000140
000150
000310
000220
000060
000300
000020
000030
000010

Johnson
Perez
Geyer
Pulaski
Spenser
Hicholls
Adamson
Setr i ght
Lutz
Stern
Smith
Thompson
Kwan
Haas

Figure 2.

021
021
EOI
D21
E21
COl
011
Ell
011
011
Ell
BOI
COl
AOO

8953
9001
6789
7831
0972
1793
4510
3332
0672
6423
2095
3476
4738
3978

52
55
58
56
54
56
55
46
55
55
48
61
60
66

16
15
16
16
14
18
16
12
18
16
14
18
20
18

F 17250
F 27380
M 40175
F 36170
M 26150
F 28420
M 25280
F 15900
F 29840
M 32250
M 17750
M 41250
F 38250
F 52750

The Employee table

A table data structure is very much like a file structure if one
adds the requirement that all the records in such a file should be
structured in exactly the same way - that the records should all
have the same fields in the same sequence.
Therefore tables could be regarded as more disciplined files. In
addition to the property that all rows in a table have the same
format, table structures must also adhere to the following basic
rules:
•

All data is represented by values
Oata
is
not
represented
by pointers,
links or other
connections. All data in the tables is represented by values
which appear in a fixed column position in a row.

•

An entry in a column position in a row is single valued
This means that from the systems point of view there is only
one single value for a certain column position in a row. This
single value could be used to compare with other values in
other columns in the same or in different tables.

•

Ho dupl i cate rows occur ina table
Every row in a table is unique.

10
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•

No

duplicat~

column

nam~s ~xist

within a table

A column name appears only once in a table.
•

The order of the rows is not significant
Rows do not exist in a table in any specific order, they just
belong to the table.
However when rows are retrieved from
tables they may be presented in an order convenient to the
user.

•

The order of the columns is not significant
The order in which the columns occur is not important because
columns are identified by their names not by an implied
column-order.

•

All relationships exist through

valu~s

Associations b~tween tables exist only because values can be
in the different tables.
Ther~ is no other implied
link mechanism such as a predefined data structure.

match~d

These ar~ the basi c rules for tabl~ structures from rei at i onal
data base theory. It should be noted that not all these aspects
are of equal importance. An implementation of a relational data
base system may provide variations or exceptions to these basic
rules. For instance, it may be con~enient to allow duplicate rows
to occur as a default rule and, in addition, provide other means
by which duplicates could be prevented where necessary.

Domains
A domain is the totality of all existing and possible values for
one or more columns. So in addition to currently assigned values
a domain also includes all possible values that may ever occur in
these columns but do not currently occur. Many of those possible
values might never be assigned as actual values in the columns of
the table. But they are still part of the domain.
It should be noted that a domain is an abstract concept - a domain
is not physically stored in a data base.
An example of a possi ble domai n would be that of the employee
numbers CEMPNO) in the EMPLOYEE table example of Figure 2 on page
10. The same domain will also be used for manager numbers (MGRNO)
in the Department table below
a manager number is just an
employee number for a manager.
For the DEPARTMENT table there would also be a single domain for
all the possible department numbers (DEPTNO) as well as all
administrative department numbers (ADMRDEPT).

Chapter 3. The Relational Data Base Model
International Systems Center - Santa Teresa
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DEPARTMENT
DEPTNO DEPTNAME
COl
Ell
001
EOI
021
AOO
BOI
031
E2!
011

MGRNO

Info Center
Operations
Dev Center
Support Services
Admin
Spiffy Computer Co
Planning
Order Processing
Software Support
Manufacturing

ADMRDEPT

000030
000090

AOO
EOI
AOO
AOO
001

<>
000050
000070
000010
000020

<>
ADO
001
EO!
001

<>
000100
000060

<>
Figure 3.

= Null

The DEPARTMENT table

The concept of domains ;s important when operations on tables are
considered.
Table operations are often
performed through
matchi ng of fi eld values from di fferent columns in di fferent
tables.
Most operat ions are only meani ngful if the columns
involved all have the same domain.

Keys
A key is a column - or a combination of multiple columns - that
distinguishes a specific row from all other rows. A key provides
uniqueness for that row.
In some tables it may be required to
combine all columns in order to provide the key for that table.
More often a single column will be enough to serve as the key for
the table.
There may be more than
key.
Such columns - or
candidate keys. One of
the pr i mary key.
The
called alternate keys.

one column that can serve as a possible
combination of columns - are then called
all possible candidate keys is chosen as
rema in i ng cand i date keys - if any - are

When a primary key from a table is used in another table, the key
is referred to as a foreign key in the second table.
In the Department table Figure 3 DEPTNO will most likely be the
primary key for that table.
Whenever DEPTNO is used in another
table it is a foreign key (e.g. WORKDEPT in the Employee table>.
DEPTNAHE mayor may not be a candidate key depending on whether or
not the department name always uniquely identifies a row in the
department table or not. HGRNO is another possible candidate key
for the department table, but in this case the column would no
longer be allowed to be null.

12
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Null values
A null value means that there
examples this is shown as (>.

is

no value assi gned.

In our

A possible reason for having a null value in a column for some row
may be that the value is just not known at the time the row is
created. Another reason can be that in some cases a column value
simply does not apply, so no value could be assi gned for a
specific row.
In the DEPARTMENT table Figure 3 on page 12 some
departments do not have a manager assi gned to them.
In these
cases the MGRNO has a null value.
Sometimes one might not want to allow null values for a certain
column. Primary keys must not be allowed to take on null values.
But also for fields other than key fields it may be desirable to
disallow null values in order to enforce an application rule. An
example would be that of an appl i cati on requi ri ng that all
employees be assigned to a department.
If so, &.IORKDEPT in the
Employee table Figure 2 on page 10 should not be allowed to have
null values.

Duplicate rows
A basic principle for the relational data base model is that
duplicate rows should not exist in tables. All rows in a table
should be unique.
Implementations of relational data base systems may however
provide facilities to handle duplicates.
There would then be
language facilities to explicitly request if duplicates should be
prevented or not.

RELATIONAL OPERATIONS
Wi th the data structured in the form of tables, operators are
needed to access and manipulate these tables. The table operators
are as much part of the relational data base model as are the data
structures themselves.
A general and very important property of all relational data base
operations that will be described below is that the result of each
operation is itself a table.
This means that the result of one
operation could be the input to another operation. It also means
that any complete language statement could be seen as a table
specification in itself. Some impiementations, for instance DB2,
make significant use of this basic property (in allowing virtual
tables, views, to be defined>.
Note: Where applicable,
usi ng DB2 SQl.

the

following

examples

will

be coded
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~etrieve

a subset of one or more rows from a table
The basic operation is to obtain a subset of a given table.
•

A subset of the rows
This operation is called a selection (or restriction) on the
table. By specifying a search criteria only some of the rows
in a table are selected for the result table.

SElECT DISTINCT
EMPNO,LASTNAME,WORKDEPT,PHONENO,JOBCODE,EOUCLVL,SEX,SALARY
FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE WORKOEPT = 'D11'
EMPNO

LASTNAME WORKOEPT PHONENO JOBCODE EOUCLVL SEX SALARY

000150 Adamson
000060 Stern
000220 Lutz

Figure 4.

14

D11
D11
011

4510
6423
0672

55
55
55

Selection
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16
16
18

M 25280
M 32250
F 29840

•

A subset of the columns
This operation is called a projection on the table.
The
result is a table with fewer columns than the original table.
All rows st ill rema in except that dupli cates in the resul t
table are eliminated. Duplicates may occur in the result if
the remaining columns do not contain a candidate key (so that
they would be guaranteed to be unique).

SELECT DISTIHCT EMPHO,LASTHAME,WORKDEPT
FROM EMPLOYEE

EMPNO

LASTNAME WORKDEPT

000030
000310
000050
000060
000070
000100
000300
000140
000010
000220
000260
000020
000270
000150

Kwan
Setright
Geyer
stern
Pu1ask i
Spenser
Smith
Nicholls
Haas
lutz
Johnson
Thompson
Perez
Adamson

Figure 5.

COl
Ell
E01
D11
D21
E21

Ell
COl

AOO
D11
D21
B01
D21
D11

Projection
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•

Subsets of both rows and columns
So far the individual operation of selection and the
individual operation of projection hdve been described. The
most common and also most important case is however when both
these two operations are combined into the same single data
base request. That is, a row subset and a column subset are
requested at the same time.

SELECT DISTIHCT EMPHO,LASTHAME,WORKOEPT
FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE WORKOEPT
'011'

=

EMPHO

LASTHAME

000060 Stern
000220 Lutz
000150 Adamson

Figure 6.

16

WORKOEPT
Dll
011
Dll

Selection and Projection in the same request
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Ret~ieval f~o. multiple tables - Join

A join takes as input two tables which are matched based on one
column in each table.
For all matching combinations of rows, a
result row is created by placing together (concatenating) all the
columns from the two matching rows.

SElECT DISTINCT
EMPNO,LASTNAME,DEPTNO,DEPTNAME,MGRNO,ADMRDEPT
FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT
WHERE WORKDEPT = DEPTNO

EMPNO

LASTNAME DEPTNO DEPT NAME

000220
000030
000070
000270
000100
000140
000150
000010
000020
000260
000300
000050
000060
000310

Lutz
Kwan
Pulaski
Perez
Spenser
Ni cholls
Adamson
Haas
Thompson
Johnson
Smith
Geyer
Stern
Setright

Figure 7.

011
COl
021
021
E2l
COl
D11
ADO
801
D21
Ell
EOI
D11
Ell

Manufacturing
Info Center
Admin
Admin
Software Support
Info Center
Manufacturing
Spiffy Computer Co
Planning
Admin
Operations
Support Services
Manufacturing
Operations

MGRNO
000060
000030
000070
000070
000100
000030
000060
000010
000020
000070
000090
000050
000060
000090

ADMRDEPT
001
ADO
001
DOl
E01
AOO
DOl

<>
ADO
001
EOI
ADO
001
EOI

Join on equal condition

This is a )o,n on an equal condition, often referred to as a
natural join. In this case, for each row in the Department table,
(Figure 3 on page 12 ) all rows in the Employee table (Figure 2
on page 10 ) are checked for a row with a matching department
number value. When found, the two rows are put together into one
row. The result contains the columns from both tables except that
only one of the two department number columns is kept (the values
being identical because they matched).
The join operation could also be described as follows:
•

First build a table with all possible combinations of rows I
e.g. each row from the first table is combined with every row
from the second table.
This is also called the product of
the two tables.

•

Then select from the result those rows where WORKDEPT is equal
to DEPTNO.

Chapter 3. The Relational Data Basa Modal
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•

Finally project
requested.

the

result

on

all

columns

that

were

In relational data base systems, relationships among data are not
represented in the data structures
as is the case in
hi erarchi cal data structures.
Instead all relat i onshi ps are
carried by the values themselves as they appear in individual
columns and rows. In relational data bases the mechanism to make
use of relationships among data is the Join operator. The Join
operator allows rows from different tables to be combined - the
Join operator effectively replaces relationships carried as links
in hierarchical structures. Therefore the join operator is one of
the most important functions in a relational data base system.
A very important consequence is that relationships no longer have
to be defined in advance in the data structure - the Join operator
prov i des an access path when it is executed.
It is from thi s
basic fact that a substantial part of the advantages of relational
data base systems are derived. We do not have to 'hard-wire' into
the data structures all the relationships that we could possibly
need
they are present as optionally available access paths
through the actual values that exist in the tables.
This whole discussion applies to the logical level of data access.
At the physical level the most often used access paths are often
'hard-wired' to provide optimum performance - in relational data
base systems as well as in hierarchical data base systems.

variations of relational operations
•

Join on 'non-equal' conditions
The natural join operation described above is the most common
type of j 0 in.
A variation of the natural join is to join on other conditions
than that values should be equal in two columns. One could
specify conditions that values should be greater than, less
than, not equal to, etc.
For a greater-than-join, each row
from one table is concatenated wi th every row from another
table which has a greater value in the joined column.

•

Join

a

table with itself

The join operation can also be applied to one single table - a
table can be joined with itself.
An example of thi s would be the case where the Department
table is joined with itself on the DEPTNO and ADHRDEPT
columns in order to produce a list of numbers and names for
all the departments that are also administrating departments.

18
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Another example would be the repeated joining of the
Department table with itself to produce a department chart in
tabular form. This repetition of the join is possible since,
as was noted earlier, the result of a relational operation is
itself a table.

•

operations with null values and missing data
An additional class of relational operations is where the
basic operations are extended to include special treatment of
null values and mi ssi ng rows.
Such operati ons are called
outer relational operations.
The special case of an outer natural join is where a result
row is created also on the additional condition that no
matching row is found. This is in addition to all the result
rows that were created because matching rows were found.
In the natural join, when a row from one table does not have
any matching row in the other table, then simply no result row
is created. In the outer natural join, an extra result row is
created when no matching row at all is found. This result row
would contain null values for the columns from the table with
the missing row.
An example of an outer join would be to produce a list of all
departments wi th thei r employees.
The 1 i st should also
include those departments for which there are no employee.

Note: You will have noticed that up to this point, the rows
presented in the examples have not been in any parti cular
order.
This is in keeping with a basic assumption of the
relational data base model that row order is not significant.
This assumption will be discussed further. However, some of
the examples that follow will be presented in a specific order
merely to make it easier to illustrate the point being made.
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DEPT NO DEPTNAME
AOO
801
COl
COl
DOl
Dll
Dll
Dll
D21
D21
D21
D31

EOI
Ell
Ell
E2l

Figure 8.

Spiffy Computer Co
Planning
Info Center
Info Center
Dev Center
Manufacturing
Manufacturi ng
Manufacturing
Admin
Admin
Admin
Order processing
Support Services
Operations
Operations
Software Support

EMPNO

LASTNAME

000010
000020
000030
000140

Haas
Thompson
Kwan
Ni cholls

<>

<>

000060
000150
000220
000070
000260
000270

Stern
Adamson
Lutz
Pulaski
Johnson
Perez

<>
000050
000300
000310
000100

<>
Geyer
Smith
Setright
Spencer

Outer join: The Employee and the Department
tables are joined on the WORKDEPT and the DEPTNO
columns and the result ordered by DEPTNO.
Unique
for the outer join is the additional condition
that when no matching Employee row is found for a
specific Department row, then a result row should
be created with null values in the EMPHO and
LASTNAME columns, as for DOl and D3l.

If a natural )Oln had been specified, there would not have
been any Department rows for DOlor D31 in the result because
there are no rows in the Employee table for employees with
this work department number.

Table operations from set theory
When relational data base systems fi rst appeared it was as a
result
of applying mathematical
set
operations to firmly
structured data processing files - tables.
The next three operations - intersection, union and difference 
are well defined set theory operations. They apply to some extent
to operations on tables as well.
However, these operations are
not as useful in data processing environments as are the basic
table operations des~ribed above - the selection, projection and
J01n operations.
Therefore these operations are not always
implemented in relational data base systems.

20
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A common property of these operations is that they apply only when
the tables involved all have the same number of columns, and all
corresponding columns have the same domain.
For i llustrati ve purposes let us select two subsets of the
Employee table. One subset being all female employees, the other
being all employees with jobcode ~ 56. Let us then project these
two tables on the EMPNO, LASTNAME and WORKOEPT columns.
These two tables now have the same number of columns and all
corresponding columns have the same domains.

Female Employees

~

EMPHO

LASTHAME WORKOEPT

EMPNO

LASTHAME

WORKOEPT

000010
000030
000070
000140
000220
000260
000270
000310

Haas
Kwan
Pulaski
Nicholls
Lutz
Johnson
Perez
Setright

000010
000020
000030
000050
000060
000140

Haas
Thompson
Kwan
Geyer
stern
Hi choll s

AOO
B01
COl
EO 1
011
COl

Figure 9.
•

Employees where JOBCOOE

AOO
COl
021
COl
011
021
021
Ell

56

Two subsets of the EMPLOYEE table

Intersection
An intersection of two tables is a table containing the rows
that are present in both tables.

EMPHO

lASTNAME

000010 Haas
000030 Kwan
000140 Nicholls
Figure 10.

WORKOEPT
AOO
COl
COl

Intersection: of
Female
Employees where jobcode ~ 56

Employees
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•

union
A union of two tables is the set of all rows belonging to
either the first table or the second table or both.
Two tables, or the results of operations on two tables are
concatenated. Duplicates are then eliminated.

EMPHO

LASTHAME WORKDEPT

000010
000030
000070
000140
000220
000260
000270
000310
000020
000050
000060

Haas
Kwan
Pulaski
Hi cholls
Lutz
Johnson
Perez
Setright
Thompson
Geyer
stern

Figure 11.

•

AOO
COl
D21
COl
Dll
D21
021
Ell
B01
EOI
Dll

Union:
of Female Employees with Employees where
jobcode ~ 56

Difference
The difference between two tables are the rows from the first
table that do not occur in the second table.
The order in
which the two tables are specified is therefore significant.

EMPHO

lASTHAME

WORKOEPT

000070
000220
000260
000270
000310

Pulaski
Lutz
Johnson
Perez
Setri ght

D21
Dll
021
D21
E11

Figure 12.
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Difference: of Female Employees
where jobcode ~ 56
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with Employees

Insertion
So
far
various
retrieval
operations on tables have been
descri bed.
A language to operate on tables must also contai n
operators to insert new rows into a table, delete rows from tables
and modify column values in specific rows (update of rows). Each
of these operations will be considered separately starting with
the insert operation.

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE
(EMPNO,LASTNAME,JOBCODE,SEX)
('000390','Barclay',52,'M')

EMPNO

LASTNAME WORK DEPT PHONENO JOBCOOE EDUCLVL SEX SALARY

000390
000010
000020
000030
000050
000060
000070
000100
000140
000150
000220
000260
000270
000300
000310

Barclay
Haas
Thompson
Kwan
Geyer
Stern
Pulaski
Spenser
Ni cholls
Adamson
Lutz
Johnson
Perez
Smith
Setright

Figure 13.

<>
AOO
B01
COl
E01
011
D21
E21
COl
D11
D11
D21
D21
Ell
Ell

<>
3978
3476
4738
6789
6423
7831
0972
1793
4510
0672
8953
9001
2095
3332

52
66
61·
60
58
55
56
54
56
55
55
52
55
48
43

<>
18
18
20
16
16
16
14
18
16
18
16
15
14
12

M
F

M
F

M
M
F

M
F
M
F

F
F
M
F

<>
52750
41250
38250
40175
32250
36170
26150
28420
25280
29840
17250
27380
17750
15900

The Employee table with an additional row

The example shows the inserted new row as the first row of the
table. However, the position of a specific row does not have any
significance to a user. A row just belongs to the table.
New rows that are inserted mayor may not contain null values for
some of its columns. However, they should always contain at least
the primary key.
Often the insert operation specifies insertion of a single new
row. In other situations the insert may specify insertion of all
the rows that have been retrieved by some other table operation.
This is called a set insert.
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INSERT INTO TEMPORARY
(EMPNO,lASTNAME,WORKDEPT,PHONENO,
JOBCODE,EDUClVl,SEX,SAlARY)
SELECT EMPNO,lASTNAME,WORKDEPT,PHONENO,
JOBCODE,EDUClVl,SEX,SAlARY
FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE WORKDEPT = 'Dll'
TEMPORARY
EMPNO

lASTNAME WORKDEPT PHONENO JOBCODE EDUClVl SEX SALARY

000060 Stern
000150 Adamson
000220 lutz
Figure 14.

D11
D11
D11

6423
4510
0672

16
16
18

55
55
55

M 32250
M 25280
F 29840

Insert an entire set of rows

Deletion
A delete operation follows the same form as a retrieval or insert
operation. The number of rows that are deleted is dependent on
the search criteria. Deletion of a single row is a special case
of the general set delete operation.
DElETE
FROM DEPARTMENT
WHERE ADMRDEPT = 'DOl'
DEPTNO DEPTNAME
AOO
BOI
COl
DOl
EOI
Ell
E21

Spiffy Computer Co
Planning
Info Center
Dev Center
Support Services
Operations
Software Support

Figure 15.
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MGRNO
000010
000020
000030
<>

000050
000090
000100

ADMRDEPT
<>

AOO
AOO
AOO
AOO
EOI
EOI

The Department table after a delete
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Update
Individual column values in specific rows may be modified.
is called update.

This

Update operati ons apply for a set of rows just as the other table
operators.
The search criteria specifies which rows should be
updated.
The update operation itself applies uniformly to all
rows selected.
Indi vi dual rows are not handled di fferently.
Updating a single row is just a special case of update where the
selection criteria will select only a single row.

UPDATE EMPLOYEE
SET JOBCODE = 56
WHERE JOBCODE = 55

EMPHO

lASTHAME WORKDEPT PHOHEHO JOBCODE EDUClVl SEX SALARY

000010
000020
000030
000050
000060
000070
000100
000140
000150
000220
000260
000270
000300
000310

Haas
Thompson
Kwan
Geyer
Stern
Pulaski
Spenser
Hi cholls
Adamson
lutz
Johnson
Perez
Smith
Setright

Figure 16.

ADO
B01
COl
E01
Dll
D21
E21
COl
Dll
D11
D21
D21
Ell
Ell

3978
3476
4738
6789
6423
7831
0972
1793
4510
0672
8953
9001
2095
3332

66
61
60
58
56
56
54
56
56
56
52
56
48
43

18
18
20
16
16
16
14
18
16
18
16
15
14
12

F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F

52750
41250
38250
40175
32250
36170
26150
28420
25280
29840
17250
27380
17750
15900

Update

A special form of update is to give null values to certain
columns.
Thi s i n effect deletes a 51 ngle fi eld value wi thout
deleting the entire row.
Certain considerations apply to how keys could be updated.
Implementations of relational data base systems may differ with
respect to whether key updates are allowed. In some cases a key
column is not allowed to be updated. Instead that row must first
be deleted and then re-inserted with a new key value.

orderfng 01 Table Rows
The basic assumption in the relational data base model is that
table rows do not have a significant order. This however does not
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mean that rows could not be presented in order. On the contrary,
languages to operate on tables do normally provide operators
which specify that the output should be ordered.
The only real requirement is that the language operators do not
depend on a specific row storage order. This allows all access to
be accomplished by value association only. No access is dependent
on a special position in the data base or on a 'navigation'
through its contents.
Incidentally, the placement of this section on ordering under the
heading of relational operations rather than under the heading of
relational data structures is indicative of where it applies.
Ordering is not of significance when rows are stored in the data
base but instead when data is presented to its users.
In order to achieve high performance in data access it is as
desirable for a relational data base system as for any other data
base system to physically order data (cluster the data) according
to the most used access pattern.
Clustering of data in a
desirable physical stored order for performance reasons is
however a separate (but very important) internal consideration.
It is not part of the external relational data base model.

DATA CONSISTENCY IN RELATIONAL DATA BASES
In addition to the data structures - tables with rows and columns
- and the language to operate on such tables, a relational data
base
system also
includes the facilities to control the
consistency of data in tables.
Such capabilities are sometimes
also called integrity capabilities, although integrity also
applies to how the data base management system maintains physical
integrity of data.
Essentially the data consistency areas of
relat i onal data base systems deal wi th how references between
tables are kept consi stent and how modi fi cati on of relati onal
data base tables are allowed to take place.
Consistency facilities in general can get very complex to
implement and implementations usually provide limited facilities
in this area.
Consistency facilities can take many different
forms. The following are some important areas for consistency.
•

Key consistency
Keys should always be requi red.
Keys or any part of them
should not be allowed to take on null values.

•

Consistency in data references
All references to a primary key value should be consistent.
This means that all foreign key values should normally only
reference existing primary key values. The data base may not
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be in a valid (legal), consistent state if this condition is
not satisfied.
As an example, if DEPTNO is the primary key for a department
table, then references to that key (e.g. WORKDEPT in employee
table> mi ght requi re that the correspondi ng DEPTNO should
exist in the department table.
For fnsert operations this may mean that before a new row that
contains a foreign key value is inserted, it may be required
that a row in another table wi th that primary key value
already exists.
Otherwise the insert operation should be
rejected. Or a row with primary key should also be inserted.
An example would be that insertion of a new Employee row (that
contains a Department-number value as a foreign key) would
not be allowed if the corresponding Department row does not
already exist.
For delete operations there are also alternative actions
which are possible in order to preserve data consistency.
When a row in one table is deleted then all appearances of its
key that may exist in other tables - foreign key occurrences
for this primary key - might also have to be deleted. Either
the foreign key values should be updated to null or entire
rows with this key value in other tables should be deleted
(cascading delete>. An example of cascading delete would be
that if a Project row is deleted from a Project table then
also all sub-project rows should be deleted as well.
Alternatively the delete operation could be rejected if other
rows with this key value do exist. A Department row may not
be allowed to be deleted as long as there are Employees still
assigned to this Department.
On update operations there are also alternative actions
possible.
Depending on if the new value already exists as a
key in another table the update could be rejected or accepted.
If a primary key value is updated it may be necessary either
to set to null all existing foreign key occurrences that have
the old value, or to update all such foreign keys to the new
value as well, or to reject the update.
Data consistency may also extend to other fields than primary
and foreign keys in the data base. It might be required that
certain conditions should not be allowed to occur in the data
base. As an example the value in a salary column might not be
allowed to be negative, or that condition should cause some
procedure or program to be initiated.
In general consistency functions can get very complex to
implement.
Implementations of relational data base systems do
not always provide facilities for all functions identified here.
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THE RELATIONAL PROCESSING CAPABILITY
Up to now this chapter has presented the basic components of that
type of data model called relational. As seen, the basic
components of any data model are:
•

A structural part
The data structures as externally seen by the user.

•

A manipulative part
The operators that could be used on the data structures.

•

A data consistency part
The integrity or consistency rules for the data base.

An i mplementati on of a relati onal data base management system
will include capabilities within these areas to varying degrees.
A data base management system wi 11 also include many other
capabilities that do not have a direct counterpart in the
underlying theoretical model.
The following general characteristics will help to distinguish a
relational data base management system from other types of data
base management systems.
1.

A relational
structures

data

base

system uses tables for

its data

All relationships exist through values in tables.
tables do not have any user-visible navigation links.
2.

A relati onal data
access tables

These

base system uses set level operators to

A relati onal data base system provi des set level operators
including at least the basic capabilities of selection,
projection and join without requiring either pre-definition
of access paths and/or iterations within programs.
A data base management system that provides table data structures
but not set 1evel sel ect ion, proj ect i on and j 0 in may best be
characterized as a tabular system.
A system that has both the above capabi 1 i t i e'l (1 ~lnd 2) is sa i d to
have the relational processing capability and can therefore be
called a relational data base management system.
Still within this broad categorization there is a actually a wide
spectrum of more or less independent functions that a relational
data base management system may provide.
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CHAPTER 4. HOW DB2 I"PLE"ENTS RELATIONAL CONCEPTS

This chapter will describe how DB2 implements the relational data
base concepts that have been described in the previous chapter.
DB2 is a relat i ona 1 data base management system - it has the
relational processing capability. It uses tables as its data
structures externally and a data manipulation language - the
Structured Query language or SQl - to access and update tables
with set level operators including selection, projection and
j 0 in. The SQl language is ava Hable both in an interact i ve
environment from a TSO/SPF terminal and as an extension to COBOL,
Pl/I, FORTRAN or Assembler language.
The purpose of this chapter is primarily to determine how concepts
in the relational data base model map to the DB2 implementation.

TABLE DATA STRUCTURES IN DB2
Data in DB2 is externally structured as tables. Internally DB2
will use many different storage techniques which however do not
appear externally. The external appearance of a table whose data
is actually stored in the data base is called a base table. A
view is also a representation of one or more tables, but is merely
a description of a potential table that will be realized when that
description is executed.

Base tables
A base table has a name and one or more columns. A column - whi ch
is also sometimes called a field type - is defined by a column
name, a data type and a specification of whether null values are
allowed or not. The data type could be one of character, decimal.
floating point or integer.
Null values in DB2 have a special internal representation
different from all externally allowed values. In the examples
throughout this document the symbol <> is used to symbolize a
null value.
Domains are not explicitly defined for columns in DB2. This means
that the DB2 system itself has no knowledge of which columns are
meaningful to be matched with each other.
As a default rule duplicate rows are allowed in tables, though not
recommended.
Dupl i cate rows can however be prevented by an
explicit specification of a UNIQUE INDEX for one or more columns.
A relational data base request may also produce duplicate rows in
the result when only some columns are selected. If duplicates are
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not desirable in this situation then the query could specify the
keyword DISTINCT which will eliminate all duplicates from the
result.
An example would be a request for Jobcode, Education
level and Sex from the Employee table as follows

SELECT DISTINCT JOBCODE,EDUCLVL,SEX
FROM EMPLOYEE
ORDER BY JOBCODE

JOBCODE EDUCLVL SEX
66
61
60
58
56
56
55
55
55
54
52
48
46

Figure 17.

18
18
20
16
16
18
16
18
15
14
16
14
12

F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
F

Duplicates eliminated

Had DISTINCT not been specified two rows for Jobcode 55, Education
level 16 and Sex M would have been included in the result.

Vfews
All operations on tables will always create tables as a result.
This is a consequence of the definition of relational operators.
Most any specification of a data base retrieval request could be
stored in the system as a definition of a special type of table 
a vfew table.
Views can be thought of as an alternative
representation of data in base tables with the following
characteristics:
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•

A vi ew can be a subset of rows from a base table

•

A vi ew can be a subset of columns from a base table

•

A view can include data from multiple tables - joined tables

•

A view can include derived, calculated fields

•

A view can be defined in terms of other views
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Data in a vi~w is not stor~d as a sePdrat~ s~t of rows but is built
from the underlying base tables when the view is used in SQL.
Wh~n

vi ews

ar~

views-on-views.

d~fin~d

in terms of other views this is called
Such nesting of view references can be done to

any depth.
Because a view is a stored specification of a data base request, a
vi~w can contain data from multiple different tabl~s by the use of
join operators in th~ view specification. As an example the Join
of the Employee table with the Department table in Figure 7 on
page 17 could have been defined as a view and therefore refer~nced
in other SQL statem~nts as if it were a table.
View definitions are a very powerful and important facility of
They provide an additional lev~l of data independenc~ and
OB2.
view definitions therefore have many possible applications.
The following is an exampl~ of a possible view of the Employee
table. The rows where Jobcode ~ 59 is an example of a row subset
which provides a security-by-content capability. Elimination of
all other columns than the Workdept column is an example of column
subsets. The Average-of-salary and Count-of-rows are examples of
built-in functions.

CREATE VIEW OEPTSALARY AS
SELECT WORKDEPT,AVGCSALARY),COUNTCDISTINCT EMPNO)
FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE JOBCODE <= 59
GROUP BY WORKDEPT
DEPTSALARY
WORKDEPT AVG(SALARY) COUNT( EMPNO)
COl
Dll
D21
EOI
Ell
E21

Figure 18.

28420
29123
26933
40175
16825
26150

I
3
3
I
2
1

View of Employee table

Indexes
Indexes are present in a relational data base system primarily as
a performance vehicle.
Any ~olumn in a base table may have an
index.
An index may also be defined over multiple columns from
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the same table. The index can have a specification of UNIQUE in
which case dupl1cate entries in the indexed column(s) are not
allowed.
The use of an existing index is determined entirely by the DB2
system itself, it is transparent to application programs. There
are no language statements in SQL which refer to an index other
than those to define them - CREATE and DROP.

prhtary keys
The user does not have to explicitly define a key to DB2.
equivalent of a key definition is established by:

The

•

specifying that one or more columns have an INDEX which is
UNIQUE and

•

specifying that nulls are not allowed for those columns - HOT
NULL - in the definition of the table.

By this specification the system will enforce the rule that the
key should always be present for every row in the table and that
it should uniquely identify that row.

TABLE OPERATIONS IN DB2
The language used in
DB2 is called SQl (Structured Query
Language).
This language not only includes statements for
retrieval operations as the acronym might suggest, but also
modification operations, data definition operations and some
built-in functions.
The language is available as a stand-alone language to be used
interact i vely from a TSO/SPF termi nal or embedded ina host
programming language such as COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN or Assembler
Language.

Retrieval operations
The followi n9 relational data base operators are supported in the
SQL language.
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•

Selection

•

Projection

•

Join

•

Union
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Elimination of duplicates in the result of table operations is
optional. As a default rule, duplicates are allowed in tables.
However the user can specify that potential duplicates should be
eliminated by the DISTINCT keyword.
For join operations SQL provides support for the natural join
operation and joins on <, <=, =, >=, >, ~<, ~= and ~> conditions.
Many examples in the preceding chapter on the relational data base
model
are
formulated using the
SQL
language syntax
(to
distinguish SQL examples from informal problem descriptions all
SQL statements are capitalized).

Modification operations
All three basic modification operations are supported in SQL.
•

Insert

•

Delete

•

Update

All these three operati ons could be performed ei ther as set
operations or as record-at-a-time operations. Previous examples
of modification operations also use the SQL syntax.

Built-tn functions
SQL provides integrated functions for summation,
grouping,
ordering and basic statistics - calculate an average of the values
in a column, find the minimum or maximum value in a certain
column.

SQL Environments
SQL is available both interactively from a TSO/SPF terminal and
also as embedded statements in COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN or Assembler
Language programs.
The
interactive TSO/SPF terminal
environment
is primarily
intended for data base administrators and application programmers
to interactively, on-line create tables, test SQL statement
sequences and maintain data bases.
The query interface for
end-users is provided as a separate Program Product which
executes in a DB2 environment and provides specialized end-user
interfaces for non-DP professionals.
Before being executed, SQl queries that are embedded in programs
go through the following steps:
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•

Precompilation by the SQL precompiler
The SQL syntax is checked and a modified source program is
produced in which SQL statements have been replaced by calls
to DB2 code. Also a form of the SQL statements is saved in a
"data base request module" - (DBRM) - to be used later in the
BIND process.

•

Compilation bv the host language compiler
The program is then compi led and linked usi ng the normal
COBOL, Pl/I or FORTRAN Compiler or the Assembler.

Next the program is 'bound'.
During this step, the SQL
statements (DBRM) produced by the precompiler are analyzed in
order to produce an access module. The bind process chooses
the most appropriate method to execute the SQL statements and
produces the code for it, based on data requirements, indexes
available. etc. This separation of the accessing "technique"
from the program logi c i s an important aspect of the DB2
implementation.
•

Execute
The program is executed and the data base calls that were
produced by the precompiler are now processed by DB2
accordi ng to the access module built during the 'bind'
process.

This sequence is essentially the same whether SQL is used embedded
in COBOL, Pl/I. FORTRAN or Assembler language programs or used
i nteracti vely from a TSO/SPF termi nal.
In the host program
environment these preparatory steps can be executed separately,
while in the interactive environment they are all executed as one
combined task by the system.
A major advantage
it removes the
check i ng and the
from the run time
program execution.

of the precompilation and BIND process is that
interpretation of SQL syntax, authorization
establishment of an optimized access strategy
code. This entire process is performed before

Cursor operations
A conventional host language like COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN or
Assembler language can not easily deal with a set of objects 
like table rows - for which there is no known upper limit.
In order to handle the result of a retrieval request which
contains multiple rows a mechanism is required by which each
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individual row could be obtained from the result table and stored
away in a host language data structure or host variable.
This mechanism is called a cursor. The idea behind the use of a
cursor is to first define the complete result of a table operation
by normal relational operators and then fetch one row at a time
from that result table. This is done by moving the cursor from
row to row in the result table.
EXEC SQl DECLARE DEPDOI CURSOR FOR
SELECT DEPTNO,DEPTNAME,MGRNO
FROM DEPARTMENT
WHERE ADMRDEPT = '001' ;
DCl variablel

EXEC SQl OPEN DEPDO!;
DO WHILE ...•..
EXEC SQl FETCH DEPDO! INTO Variablel
Process Variable!
END;
EXEC SQl CLOSE DEPDOl;

Figure 19.

Cursor use in host languages

TABLE DEFINITION AND UTILITIES

SQL for data definition
In addi t j on to language operators for data base retri eval and
modi fi cati on,
SQl
also
includes operators for data base
definition. These operators perform the following functions
•

Create a new table or vi ew

•

Alter the defi;lition of a given table

•

Create an index

•

DropCdelete) an index

•

DropCdelete) a table or view

•

Define storage objects and defaults
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Generally these statements can all be executed dynamically from
an
interactive TSO/SPF terminal
provided that the proper
authorization requirements are satisfied.
Once accepted by DB2
the definitions take immediate effect. Therefore the use of SQL
through the TSO/SPF interactive interface will considerably
simplify the data definition task.
As an example all of the following operations could be done
through the TSO/SPF interface in one single interactive session:
Create e new table
Create an index on the table
Enter some test data
Use the table for testing SQL retrieval statements
'Update and change data in the table
Add new columns and data as necessary
drop the table and index

Catalog support
The definitions of all DB2 objects are held in a catalog
the system in the form of tables.

within

Because the catalog is maintained within DB2 as a set of tables.
it can be interrogated using the SQL language itself. With SQL
retri eval statements a user can di rectly query the DB2 systems
catalog to fi nd current i nformati on on exi sti ng tables. column
definitions, view definitions etc. The same language that is used
for data definition, data retrieval and update is also used to
access the run-time data base definitions themselves.
The
catalog can however not be modified directly via SQL INSERT,
DELETE or UPDATE statements.
This is only allowed by using the
appropriate data definition language statements.

DB2 authorization
DB2 provi des an extensi ve authori zati on faci 1 i ty desi gned to
protect all the vari ous objects that consti tute a DB2 system.
These facilities not only provide functions to grant and revoke
privileges against tables, views, programs etc; they also make it
possible to design the authorization environment in a number of
different ways, ranging from a very centrally controlled system
to distributing authority to a number of disperse user groups.
Considering the emphasis of DB2 and relational data base systems
in general on ease of use, it is assumed that this may often mean
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a wide range of user types accessing DB2 data. For this reason,
it is vital that an extensive authorization mechanism be
provided.

DB2

utilities
Al though ut i li ty funct ions are not part of the reI at i onal data
base model, an implementation of any data base management system
requires many utility functions for the day-to-day operation,
control and recovery of the data bases.
Utility functions in DB2 include:
•

Reorganize one or more tables

•

Load a table with data from sequential files

•

Take an image copy (backup) of tables in the data base

•

Merge previously created image copies

•

Recover tables from image copies

•

Statistics and log utilities

No utilities are needed for data base definition because this task
is accompl i shed through SQL.
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CHAPTER 5. RELATIONAL AND HIERARCHICAL

In this chapter relational data base capabilities will be
compared to hierarchical. The purpose is to put relational data
base capabilities into perspective for those readers who have a
background with hierarchical systems. especially IMS/VS.
The comparison will partly be at a concepts level - it will have
general applicability to relational and hierarchical data base
systems. However. in many cases comparisons will also be made at
the implementation level; in this case the IMS/VS implementation
of a hierarchical model will be compared to the DB2 implementation
of a relational model.
Although relational data base capabilities in this chapter are
compared to hierarchical data base capabilities. most comparisons
will apply also to comparisons with a network data base system.
Implementations of hierarchical data base management systems 
like IMS/VS - actually have much in common with network data base
management systems even if the data structure that is presented to
users is still hierarchical at the external level.
This chapter will consider in turn:
•

Data structure correspondences

•

Language functions

•

Data consistency facilities

•

Performance implications.

CORRESPONDENCE IN

DATA STRUCTURE

The correspondence of Tables to Segment types
As a basi s for compari son a rough analogy is that a table
corresponds to an IMS/VS segment type.
An IMS/VS data base
corresponds to a set of multiple tables. probably wi th many
columns in common.
The followi ng fi gure shows the hi erarchi cal equi valence to the
Employee and Department table structures used in the previous
examples.
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HIERARCHY
OF SEGMENTS

DEPARTMENT

CORRESPONDING TABLES

r-DEPARTMENT

I
EMPLOYEE
EMPLOYEE table includes
column with foreign
key of DEPARTMENT

Figure 20.

Hierarchy - Table correspondence

Another possible hierarchical structure that corresponds to the
EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT table would be one in which a DEPARTMENT
segment type is organized as a dependent of an EMPLOYEE segment
type. Or they could even be structured as two separate IMS/VS
data bases, possibly with logical relationships between the
DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE segment types. In general, though, an
IMS/VS segment type roughly corresponds to a table.

Relationships in tables and hierarchfes
A parent to child relationship in a hierarchy corresponds to
columns for which the values could be matched to values in some
other column in a relational data base system.
As an example, values in the WORKDEPT column in the EMPLOYEE table
could be matched with values in the DEPTNO column in the
DEPARTMENT table. Also, MGRNO in the DEPARTMENT table could b.
matched with EMPNO in the EMPLOYEE table. A futher example is
that ADMRDEPT could be matched with DEPTNO
both in the
DEPARTMENT table.
There are a
analogy.

40

number of

interesting points to
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notice

in this

•

In
hierarchies
relationships.

there

are

two

ways

of

represent i ng

Ei ther the data structure is used as in the case of a
parent-child link.
Or the relationship is carried through
actual field values that appear in the segments themselves.
•

In
a
relat i onal
data
base
relat i onshi ps
represented by values in table columns.

are

always

There is only one way to represent relationships in tables. A
consequence of this is a considerable simplification of the
necessary language operators that deal with relationships in
the
table
data
structure,
as
well
as
greater
data
independence.
•

There is always a possi ble set of tables that corresponds to a
set of hierarchical data base structures.
Any application can be implemented either using a relational
or a hierarchical system.
The
links
implied
in
the hierarchical
structure are
represented by extra columns in the tables if implemented in a
relational system.
The extra columns contain the necessary
concatenated keys of corresponding parent segment types in a
hierarchy. As an example see Figure 20 on page 40.

The value of having many potential access paths
Because relationships in tables are only represented by values in
the tables themselves, this gives some significant advantages as
compared to hierarchies.
•

At the user level all relational access is accomplished by
associative addressing - by comparing values.
Data base requests to retrieve or update data are always
through the use of actual values in the tables.
This
simplifies operations on tables.
This is in contrast to the use of a hierarchical "data
structure where access
requires that
one follows the
predefined links in the hierarchical structure.
This is
often referred to as navi gati on because the programmer or
user expresses the data base requests in terms of an implied
position within the hierarchical structure and a movement
along the segments in the structure.
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•

Many potential access paths exist to data
If the data i tsel f exi sts, then the relat i onshi ps between
different
columns
also
already
exist.
There
is
no
requirement to add new secondary indexes and/or change
application code accordingly for the purpose of having a new
way of entry into the data base. Neither is there a need to
first unload the data base, change the data description and
then reload the data base aga in wi th the new data base
descriptors in order to have a new relationship on existing
data established.
For performance reasons however, when new access requirements
evolve it may be desi rable to add indexes or make other
changes to the physi cal storage of data wi th no effect on
programs.

•

If a new relationship is required for new data, then extra
columns are defi ned for the new data or new tables are
created.
By the presence of the new columns and tables the
new relationships automatically exist.

•

The user can always formulate queri es usi ng as a start i ng
point the columns that are most significant for the query.
This is in contrast to having to use a predefined structure
that has other data as its basis for structuring (the root
segment>.
The predefined structure may have been defined
based on other
data access
requirements.
New access
requirements may not as conveniently be expressed in terms of
the old structure.
Using the example shown in Figure 20 on page 40, a query that
was only concerned wi th i nformat i on about employees, ina
relational system, would only have to deal with that table.
In the hierarchical approach shown, the query has to deal with
data about departments as well.

•

All access is symmetrical
A consequence of access through field values only is that all
access is symmetri cal. The user does not code di fferently
depending on what access path is used. Access through
different indexes, as an example, is not different in the way
you code as it is in IMS/VS.
The use of an index is
determined completely at the internal system level and is not
specified by the user in DB2. This simplifies coding for the
user since he does not have to use different coding techniques
for similar coding situations.
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CORRESPONDENCE IN LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS

Set level operations versus record at a time operations
When relational data base concepts were first introduced one of
the objectives was to provide higher level operators for data base
requests. This was possible because of the introduction of table
structures where all
relationships
between
different data
elements are kept in data values instead of some in the data
structure and others in the data.
With all relationships
represented in a single uniform way it was much easier to have
language operators access the data on a hi gher (less detai led)
level.
Operati ons from mathemat i cal di sci pI i nes on sets could
then be applied to data organized in the form of tables.
Characteristics of these operations are:
•

Operations apply to entire collections (sets) of rows from
tables - not just individual rows.

•

The result of each table operation is in itself a table.
Therefore data base requests could be expressed so that the
result of one operation becomes the input to another.

•

All data base requests use the same principal form because all
relationships in the data base are represented in the same
uniform manner - as field values.

Record-at-a-t i me access returns instead one i ndi vi dual, si ngle
record as the result of each data base request. The coding that
the user has to do to access the data base at this level therefore
becomes more detailed.
In principle it would be possible to define a language based on
set level operators to work not only on tables but also on
hierarchies.
However,
because there are multiple ways to
represent relationships in hierarchies this is more complex.
Current implementations such as IMS/VS do not provide this
capabi 1 i tYi
instead data base operati ons are record-at-a-time
operations.
Table operat ions are defi ned as set operat ions - they work on
entire collections of rows. The table language can be used as a
standalone language or it can also be embedded into a conventional
host language like COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN and Assembler Language.
For the embedded version the operations of insert, delete and
update present no problems as set operations. Also there is no
problem when retrieval requests return a single row as a result.
However,
in SQt, retr i eval requests that return a set of rows
require that the rows are then accessed one at a time from the set
us; ng a cursor.
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Retrieval
Retrieval in a relational data base system is generally performed
as selections, projections and )Olns.
A relational data base
request corresponds roughly to a series of individual calls in the
hierarchical environment.
The following general comparisons
could be made between these two environments:
•

A single SELECT statement in DB2 corresponds to a series of
GU, GN, GNP calls in DL/I.

•

SELECT statements using join conditions are used to combine
data from different tables.
SELECT statements using join conditions therefore correspond
to those retrieval calls which depend on links carried in the
hierarchical structure i.e. GNP, GN.

•

When relational data base set retrieval operators are issued
in a conventional host language like COBOL, Pl/I, FORTRAN or
Assembler Language a CURSOR is used to obtain each row from
the result.
This is because there is no known upper limit to the number of
i ndi vi dual rows in the result.
Therefore to handle the
retrieval of sets of rows in host languages, DB2 uses a Cursor
which is a position holder in a set of rows.
Cursors are
first OPENed; Then FETCH statements are used to pick up one
row at a time from the result and make it available to the
program. Finally the Cursor is CLOSEd.

•

View definition can substitute for a considerable part of the
programmi ng by elimi nati ng irrelevant data that otherwi se
would have to be handled by program code. Not only could
irrelevant data be eliminated, but the view could also
predefine (through )Oln operations) the specific data of
interest for thi s appl i cat ion.
Further if the same set of
data is used in more than one application, redundant coding in
multiple programs would be eliminated through the predefined
view specification.

Modification
Delete, insert and update operations are normally specified as
set operat i·ons ina relat i onal data base system. IMS/VS always
handles these operations one record at a time.
•

Delete
Delete operations apply to all rows that satisfy the data base
request specification.
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On the other hand a Ol/I delete call will propagate down to
dependent segment types while there is no cascading delete
function in OB2.
•

Update
This operation is performed as a set level operation with OB2.
All rows that satisfy the data base request specification are
updated. The update applies uniformly to-all rows.
The corresponding function in IMS/VS is performed as a series
of Get Hold and Replace calls, one for each segment
occurrence.

•

Insert
Insert operations could be performed either as a set
operation or as a single row operation with OB2. Figure 14 on
page 24 is an example of a set insert operation where all rows
for department 011 are selected from the DEPARTMENT table and
inserted into the TEMPORARY table.
In IMS/VS insert always applies for a single segment
occurrence (or in the speci al case of a path call to the
segments in a single hierarchical path).

Built-fn functfons
Built-in functions are provided in OB2 for summation (SUM),
ordering (ORDER BY), and basic statistics (MIN, MAX, AVG, COUNT).
There are no corresponding functions in IMS/VS.
functions have to be coded in application programs.

All

such

DATA CONSISTENCY CAPABILITIES
Generally
speaking
data
consistency
facilities
are
a
characteristic
of
the
implementation.
With
the
present
implementation of OB2 consistency of data across tables in
general has to be maintained by the programs and procedures that
operate
on
the
data
bases.
To
a
certa in
extent
thi s
responsibility is however simplified by the language functions
that are available in SQl.
IMS/VS provides some data consistency capabilities through its
hierarchical data structures and some others through the logical
insert/replace/delete rules.
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•

Key consistency
Primary key consistency in DB2 is accomplished by specifying
that a primary key column should not be allowed to take on
null values, and by specifying a unique index for the column.
IMS/VS requ i res keys to be present and to be un i que if so
specified but there are options available to depart from
thi s.

•

Consistency in data references
Consi stency in references of forei gn keys wi 11 have to be
maintained by program procedures in DB2. When a row in one
table is deleted, references to that row from other tables may
have to be removed.
For instance if a row in the EMPLOYEE
table is deleted and thi s Employee al so happens to be a
manager of a department then the MGRNO in the DEPARTMENT table
also has to be removed. And there might be other references
to this Employee that would also have to be removed.
In IMS/VS delete requests are propagated down to dependent
segment occurrences.
The DB2 system does not require that certain conditions exist
before new rows are inserted or exi st i ng rows are updated.
For instance if a new Employee row is added to the data base
it may be necessary to check that the Department assigned for
this employee actually exists in the DEPARTMENT table. This
must be done by the program.
In IMS/VS a dependent segment can not be inserted before its
parent segment exists. Also insert/replace/delete rules will
reject and propagate some data base modi fi cati on requests
under the condition that relationships are implemented as
'logical
relationships'.
This
includes differentiating
between
"physi cal
delete"
and
"logi cal
delete",
and
automatically deleting a parent that loses all its children,
if
so
specified in the delete rule.
Other forms of
relationships may require program code and procedures in
order to maintain data consistency.
Tables can be joined in DB2 on any condition that the user
determines is appropriate. DB2 will not verify if a join does
indeed make sense or not. This is a user responsibility. In
IMS/VS the possible access paths are all predefined by the
hi erarchi cal data structure and secondary indexes and no
other alternative access paths can be used.
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PERFORHAHCE IHPLICATIOHS
High level
model and
obtainable
free. The
model and
functions
product.

access to data bases through the relational data base
the vari ous increased ease-of-use benefi ts that are
with this approach, as one could expect, are not always
precise performance differences between the relational
other models like OL/I will vary depending on the
being used and the skills of the person using the

There is no clear-cut answer as to whether one or the other system
generally pro v i des the better performance.
The followi ng are
some of the i mpl i cat ions on performance that could be expected
with a relational data base system:
•

Applications differ greatly in how predictable and varied
their data usage patterns are.
Some always use data in the
same way, accessing it in the same order, while others are
less consi stent, and usage patterns are not predi ctable.
OL/I provides a number of tuning options that are especially
useful in an envi ronment where the majori ty of access is
through a well known path.
As soon as multiple and variant
access requirements must be satisfied and balanced against
each other, the overall optimum storage organization will be
more difficult to establish. This latter case is more likely
to be the environment where OB2 will be most often used.

•

Usi ng hi gh level languages 1 i ke SQL wi 11 generally requi re
greater memory and CPU resources.
Among other things, this
depends on the use of facilities such as sorting which apply
to set level operations but do not really have an equivalent
in a record-at-a-time environment.

•

In OB2, the system has the major responsibility in choosing
access paths.
In a hierarchical system such as IMS/VS, the
programmer is responsible for the "navigation" through the
data base to achieve the objective. Which system performs
better depends, among other things, on the skills of the
IMS/VS programmer and the efficiency of the DB2 automatic
path selection process.

•

Because
in
relat i onal
data
bases
relat i onshi ps
are
represented as values rather than by data structures, one
would assume that this will require slightly more disk
storage because actual key values will be stored in the data
base as opposed to the pointer(s) in the corresponding
hierarchical structure.
Thi s wi 11 however depend on the
total number of key values actually present in a data base as
compared to the number of pointer slots that actually occupy
storage for a specific data base organization. The relative
length of key values as compared to the data will also impact
the overall result.
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A general conclusion is that differences in this area will not
be very significant.
In general performance implications as discussed here should be
balanced against the increased productivity that could be
achi eved wi th the relati onal data base approach in data base
programming,
change and maintenance.
Since the potential

benefits and costs associated with them are not of the same unit,
a general non-subjective overall assessment is not possible. The
importance of the vari ous cost factors di scussed above wi 11
certainly vary considerablY both with the application environment
and with the production environment.

J
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CHAPTER 6. ADVANTAGES OF A RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTE"

In thi s chapter the advantages of the relati onal data base
approach. as compared to a hierarchical approach. will be
summarized. Preceding chapters have identified the fundamental
characteristics of the relational data base approach as well as
differences and similarities between relational and hierarchical.
The purpose of this chapter is to concentrate on the potential
advantages wi th the i ntenti on to later i denti fy whi ch type of
applications
are
more
suited to a
relational
data
base
implementation than to a hierarchical one.
Comparisons and conclusions in this chapter will take as a basis
actual IBM i mplementat ions of a hi erarchi cal and a relat i onal
data base system. Therefore DB2 as a relational data base system
will be compared to IMS/VS as a hierarchical data base system.

ADVANTAGES RELATED TO UNDERSTANDING

Simple concepts
A main idea behind relational data base systems is that the basic
principles for structuring data as well as for accessing data
ought to be simplified as compared to today's implementations.
There should be few broad simple principles to apply rather than a
number of independent ad-hoc rules.
The way to structure data should be simple and straightforward in
order to make it possible for more users to deal directly with
data bases.
The languages to operate on data should be less detai led than
today's practices and the operations be more generalized.
These
motivations
have
led to
the
relational
data
base
al ternat i ve whi ch structures data externally in the form of
tables wi th rows and columns and prov i des language funct ions
which could operate on tables as a whole - as set operations - as
opposed to individual rows.
The relational approach has also put more emphasis on the
theoretical foundations of table operations. This has a value in
that the use of the language in new coding situations becomes more
predi ctable.
It is possi ble to predi ct the outcome of new
operations based on
the
theory and the underlying basic
principles.
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The relational approach is therefore the result of an attempt to
provide simple concepts for data base structuring as well as for
data base access.

uniform Language for Data Definition and Data Manipulation
In line with the emphasis of simple concepts also comes the idea
of providing a uniform language both for data base access and for
data base definition.
Having one consistent language for these
two tasks simplifies communication between people who define the
data bases and those who will later access them.
The uniformity of language for data definition and data access has
also contributed to the fact that with SQL, some aspects of data
base programming have now been moved over to data base definition.
An example would be the following:

CREATE VIEW NEWTABLE AS
SELECT EMPNO,lASTNAME,DEPTNO,DEPTNAME,ADMRDEPT
FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT
WHERE WORKDEPT = DEPTNO
AND ADMRDEPT = '001'
NEWTABLE
EMPNO

lASTNAME DEPTNO DEPTNAME

000060
000150
000070
000260
000220
000270

Stern
Adamson
Pulask i
Johnson
Lutz
Perez

Figure 21.

Dll
Dll
021
021
011
D21

Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Admin
Admin
Manufacturing
Admin

ADMRDEPT
001
DOl
001
001
001
001

View definition:
Eliminates need for program
code that otherwise would have been necessary in
order to combine the two tables and to obtain
the proper subset of rows.

The View definition here eliminates program code to match the two
tables Employee and Department, to eliminate all rows not having
ADMRDEPT DOl, to eliminate columns not of interest in the result.
Data base definition is taking over some tasks that otherwise
would have required code in the programs accessing the data base;
the distinction between data base definition and data base access
becomes less important.
Thi s al so leads to an improvement in
productivity because what was previously necessary program code
in many programs, may now be a single·data specification.
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ADVANTAGES RELATED TO DESIGN

Logical and physical design
From a theoretical standpoint the design of a data base on a
logical level should not be any different for different data base
management systems.
The logical data base design effort should resolve questions on
which records are best suited to model the real business, which
fields should go together in a record type, when it is better to
split a
record type into multiple record types and what
relationships exist between record types.
It should be the responsibility of the physical design task to
structure these record types into physical data bases according
to the requirements, facilities and peculiarities of the actual
data base management system.
However, an experienced designer will in practice take into
account, during the logical design phase, the options that exist
for physical design.
The boundary is not always as clean and
distinct as it should ideally be.
When this reality is applied to relational data base design a very
important characteri st i c of the relat i onal data base approach
stands out. In this approach all relationships between data are
modelled in the same way
as values in the actual tables.
Therefore many complex considerations are eliminated. These are
considerations like which relationships should be implemented in
the data structures (hierarchies or networks) and which should
still be implemented as values. This leads to a simplification in
going from a logical design into physical design, especially if
the application need for data is not completely known - which is
often the case - or if the applications need for data does indeed
change over time - which very often happens.
Another way to put thi s i s the following.
After the logical
design of a set of record structures is done then this logical
data base design maps directly into relational tables. This is in
contrast to a network or hi erarchi cal system where there is a
further step where one has to decide which relationships should be
implemented as part of the data structure.
The advantage of the relational approach with respect to this data
base design activity is that table structures will have a better
chance to survive changing requirements and needs.

Easy to define and change a given table
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When the result of data base design is implemented and defined to
the data base management system there are a number of tasks that
are simplified with relational data bases.
•

logical objects are clearly separated from physical.
The data base admi ni strator could clearly defi ne physi cal
aspects while application designers could provide logical
definitions.

•

Definition of data base structures could be accomplished
directly from an on-line terminal, and with no disruption of
current data base operations.

•

Data base definitions take immediate effect.

•

Additional columns Can be added without the requirement to
unload and reload the data base.

•

View definitions
changes.

may

insulate

one

design

from subsequent

Users of an existing view are in general not impacted when
data bases are expanded by new columns because the view can
shield them from the additional columns.

•

If the data base design result is not perfect from the very
start, a relati onal data base system makes it easi er to
correct.
A relational data base system is more forgiving to
an incomplete data base design.

ADVANTAGES RELATED TO PROGRAMMING AND DATA BASE ACCESS

Powerful set operations In data base programming
A major benefit that is achieved with relational data base systems
is the use of set operations to manipulate data in the data base.
This at once provides the user with a higher level data
manipulation language which simplifies data access.
Set operations are applicable when a relational data base is
accessed from a terminal for all the different types of acce~s 
retrieve, insert, update and delete. Most of these operations can
also be used directly in a conventional programming language 
COBOL, Pl/I, FORTRAN or Assembler language. So the advantages of
set operations extend automatically to this environment as well.
Because of
limitations
in
the
host languages themselves,
retrieval of sets of rows from tables can not be directly handled
in the same way as from an interactive terminal.
There are no
language facilities available
in
COBOL,
Pl/I,
FORTRAN or
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Assembler Language. to easily deal with sets for which the upper
limit of rows is not known. So retrieval of sets will require the
use of Cursors in order to handle a retrieved set. This limits
the value of set operators in the host language environments to
some degree.
In effect the individual rows of the set are now
dealt with one at a time.
However many of the advantages that exist for set level operations
still remains in the host language environment. Delete, update
and insert operations can still be specified as set operations.
And application program can be developed from the basis of very
selective view definitions.

Simplified Data Base programming through view definitions
View definitions are very powerful in providing just the subset of
data that a particular application should be concerned with. View
definitions therefore will reduce the need for programming of
commonly used selections of data.
View definitions will also
shield the application from data that is part of the data base but
is irrelevant for thi s appl i cati on. Not only can columns that are
not of interest be shielded, individual rows that do not qualify
in the view are also eliminated for this particular application.
This means that there will be less logic in the program itself to
deal with data that is not of interest. Also, there will probably
be fewer exceptional cases for the program to cope with.

Simplified Data Base testing
When program development is in a preliminary or early stage it
will be convenient to tryout relational data base request
sequences directly from a terminal as a stand-alone data base test
wi thout involvement of the actual program.
It wi 11 also be
conveni ent to set up and check test data outsi de the actual
program through the interactive terminal interface.
These operations are simplified because the relational data base
language is self-contained - it does not require a host language
in order to be used.

symmetry tn data access
A simplification that is accomplished with relational data base
systems is that all access can be done in the same uniform way.
All access is based on value comparison - not value comparison in
some cases and data structure navigation in other. There are no
language statements which depend on whether a particular index is
used or whether access is based on hashing or on one or the other
of potential alternative data structure paths.
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Hany possible access paths available
Tables can be combined based on any two compatible columns.
A
user is not limited to a predefined data structure. This has a
value when access requirements change so that there is a need to
access data based on new information. Because all relationships
are represented by values in the tables, all these values are
equally available for access.

ADVANTAGES RELATED TO MAINTENANCE

Ease of Change in data bases
Data base maintenance caused by data base changes is simplified in
ways similar to data definition.
•

Many changes to tables
unloaded and reloaded

do

not

requi re

data

bases

to

be

•

Columns can be added without impact on existing users because
view definitions can preserve a previous view of a table

•

In many cases, base tables can be spl i t or merged wi thout
impact, because their appearance can be produced from the new
base tables through the use of views.

•

There will be less impact due to changes because all
relationships are already carried through actual values in
the tables and not through links in an explicit data structure

ADVANTAGES RELATED TO SECURITY

security by Data Content through Views
View definitions have already been mentioned as a powerful
facility to simplify programming.
A view only needs to contain
the data that this particular application has to deal with. This
capability also has a security side; a user can be screened off
from data that he is not allowed to have access to - or even see.
The user does not even have to be aware of the fact that he does
not see a full table.
An example would be that of restricting access to the employee
table by the following view definition.
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CREATE VIEW OEPEMPLOYEE AS
SELECT EMPNO,LASTNAME,WORKDEPT,PHONENO
FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE WORKDEPT
'011'

=

OEPEMPLOYEE
EMPNO

LASTNAME WORKOEPT PHONENO

000060 Stern
000150 Adamson
000220 Lutz

Figure 22.

011
011
Dl1

6423
4510
0672

A view definition on the Employee table

With this view of the employee table a user could not see salary
information at all and only employee information for employees in
department 011.
The user is further restri cted to see only
nonsensitive data in the employee table - the employee number.
lastname. work department and phone number columns. The example
is fairly trivial in its subsetting but there is a potential for
many possible variations.
Every subset of data that could be
expressed as a view could also effectively be a security
specification.
Note that security by content in this way is not specified in
procedural program code but available through the data definition
facilities.
Moreover, SQL stat i st i cal operators may be used in views to
restrict some users to aggregate data. such as averages and
totals. and not allow access to individual values.

ADVANTAGES RELATED TO OPERATION
Although the operational aspects of relational data base systems
are really an implementation issue and not an inherent feature of
all
relati anal
data
base systems,
nevertheless the basi c
objectives for relational data base systems will carryover also
to the operational area for the following reasons.
•

Concepts are simplified so that, in general, it is easier to
have a more understandable overvi ew of the system and its
components.
Simplicity
will
in
general
also
improve
reliability
in systems usage as well as in the system
itself.

•

Different objects are kept separate to a larger extent.
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For instance there is a cleaner boundary between physi cal
storage definitions and logical table definitions.
•

In the spirit of providing clean, simple concepts to the
users, more internal options are kept in the system itself.
Thi s has both advantages and drawbacks.
On one hand fewer
externalized options make it easier to operate the data bases
just because there are fewer components to keep track of and
to be knowledgeable about.
Obviously this also means that
meaningful options and performance alternatives may have been
sacrificed for increased simplicity - increased ease-of-use.

ADVANTAGES OF A HIERARCHICAL APPROACH
Precedi ng sect ions of thi s chapter have concentrated on the
potent i al advantages of a relat i onal approach.
Even if the
objective of this chapter is to identify advantages specifically
of relational data base systems so that suitable application
areas for relational data base systems could then be identified,
it would not be fair to only identify advantages. Disadvantages
of the relational data base approach as compared to a hierarchical
should be described as well.
By implication those aspects of a data base system that have not
been included earlier in this chapter are in general advantages of
a hi erarchi cal data base system as compared to a relat i onal. Even
if this document does not go into quite the same detail, there are
many facilities in hierarchical systems that compare favorably
with relational systems implementations.
The followi ng is a short summary of characteri sti C5 for such
application and data base environments.
•

Relationships in the data base form a natural hierarchy which
is used by all major applications.
No significant other relationships exist.
Data content is
rather stable wi th 1 i ttle ant i ci pated new or changed data
requirements. The application processing requirements follow
this hierarchical structure strictly and do not change.

•

Data has to be accessed one record at a time by the nature of
the data or the application.
Therefore there are no benefits from set operations on data to
be gained here.
This situation will occur when individual
records require very specific and unique treatment in most
operations.
It also occurs where the application itself
requ ires recursi on in data access as do many procedures in
'bill-of-material' applications.
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•

Applications require access only to a single, individual data
record.
Many applications, especially in high volume, predefined,
repetitive transaction environments, merely read a few input
parameters and then directly access an individual record in a
data base for further processing. In this situation there are
no specific advantages of set level programming.

•

Resource consumption is more important than flexibility in
change and maintenance.
For applications that follow a hierarchical access pattern
the hierarchical physical
storage options may in some
situations provide more efficient access characteristics than
a relati onal i mplementat i on that is based on the use of
indexes.

•

There is a need for detailed tuning capabilities.
The relational data base approach will emphasize ease-of-use
and simplified operation.
Although such characteristics do
not have to conflict with detailed tuning possibilities, when
there is a trade off between ease-of-use and detailed tuning
alternatives. It is in line with the relational approach to
favor the ease-of-use aspect.

In general, when a comparison is made on an implementation level,
a specific hierarchical implementation may provide features that
are
not
present
in a
specific
release
of a
relational
implementation.
Such differences are however not fundamental to
the hierarchical or relational approach as such.
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CHAPTER 7. RELATIONAL APPLICATIONS

There is no one particular application area that could be said to
be exclusively suited for relational data base systems and not for
other data base systems.
Instead, some appl i cat i on development
tasks will be easier to perform with OB2; they will apply to many
different application areas, but to a varying degree.
This chapter will first describe the general characteristics of
application development with DB2.
After that some typical
application classes that are suitable for OB2 development will be
identified.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DB2 APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Application development with OB2 differs in a number of ways from
the way application development normally is done with IMS/VS.
There are some common application development tasks that will be
easier to accomplish with OB2. The extent to which these common
tasks apply to a certain application will then determine the type
of applications that are more suited for DB2. The following are
some of the more important characteristics of DB2 application
development:
•

It is easy to defi ne a new table.

•

It is easy to defi ne a vi eWe

•

It is easy to add a new column to an exi sti ng table.

•

It is easy to
tables.

•

All of these activities can be done interactively from a
terminal, on-line without dependencies on other users.

•

It is then easy to start using such tables interactively from
a terminal before going into programming with COBOL, Pl/I,
FORlAN or Assembler language.

•

Sequences of DB2 data base requests for a new application may
be tested interactively from a terminal without a need for
programming.

•

Preliminary results can therefore be shown to 'end-users' of
the
planned
application at a
much earlier
stage of
application development.

•

In some cases this approach may extend even further so that
end-users themselves do the initial application development.

insert small volumes of test data into such
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This inHial design wHl most Ukely not be at a detailed
level but, rather, show the main input and output data flow.
These characteristics mean that it will be easier to rapidly put
up an initial data structure (a set of tables>, make preliminary
data base retrieval and update requests on those tables and then
modify the initial set of data base tables according to early test
experiences.
The net effect is that a number of early tasks in the ordinary
development cycle will be simplified.

APPLICATIONS IN PROTOTYPING AND IN EARLY DESIGN PHASES.
As a consequence of the basic characteristics described above,
development of the following types of applications will be
simplified:
•

Prototyping new applications.
A new application is developed in a way that shows only the
main input and output data flow.
Details of transaction
processing and
handling of
exceptional
cases are not
implemented at this level.
Such details are left for later
implementation steps when the main data flow is firmly
defined.
The important idea with prototyping is to provide a fairly
complete but very high level implementation within a short
time.
The potential users can soon get an idea of how the
final application will look wHhout having all the details
implemented.
This stimulates new feedback ideas from the
users and increases early participation in the design
process.
New suggest ions, changes and desi gn al ternat i ves
can be explored much more easily with a prototype than in the
final implementation.

•

Devploping small applications which have a limited life-time.
The entire application may have such a limited life-time that
it is not reasonable to go through a complete and thorough
application development and coding cycle using conventional
development methods. Neither the resources available nor the
calendar time may allow such applications to be developed
using standard application development methods.
The quick
design and implementation capabilities of a relational data
base system, including standard output display facilities,
may open these new application areas.

•
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Implementing applications
requirements.

which
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If one could foresee frequently changing requirements for a
specific application, then the facilities that are provided
by the data base system for quick and easy change will become
more important.
A relati onal data base system is normally
more suited for that type of environment because of its more
flexi ble methods to change exi sti ng data structures. The
relational data base tables themselves can be accessed based
on many different, alternative relationships in the data.
•

Applications where user specifications are very incomplete.
These types of applications are very similar to those where
one could expect frequent changes.
Often it is not only that user specifications are very
incomplete - the 'real' user requirements may not be known.
Other times an application area may seem so trivial that
thorough desi gn pract ices do not have to be used or the
qualified resources necessary for a thorough design may not
be present.
Often this is an indication of the fact that the 'real' user
requirements have not emerged yet.
Application design in
smaller, iterative steps is especially advantageous for those
applications, because there is a greater need to frequently
check an intermediate design result with the users.

APPLICATIONS FOR DATA ANALYSIS ON EXTRACTED DATA
An area specially suited for relational data base systems is one
in which the data to be operated upon is first extracted from the
operational environment where it may constantly be updated. Such
an extract now represents a snapshot of a production oriented data
base. Many types of data analysis will require all their data to
be consistent over the analysis period and can not allow the data
to be continuouslY changing as it normally does in an operational
environment.
Extracted data for such environments is also often a subset of the
entire population. The size of the data base is generally smaller
in order to make analysis operations faster and more convenient.
If there are requirements to restructure such a snapshot of data
in many different ways, to look at summaries, groupings, subsets
of the data in many ad-hoc unplanned ways, then the table
structure will be much easier to work with. Therefore modelling,
planning and forecasting applications will be easier to develop
with a relational data base system because these types of
applications are more dependent upon the use of many different
relationships in data.
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If arithmetic calculation requirements or requirements for
drawing charts, drawing diagrams etc. arR extensive, then a more
specialized package may be more appropriate.
The role of a relational data base system for such environments is
to provide these specialized packages with properly adopted
subsets of files. A relational data base is then used more as a
'copy manager' to provide suitable subsets to the specialized
packages. The strength of a relational data base lies here in its
ability to easily combine various different tables on quite
different criteria/conditions.
This is In contrast to the
specialized file analysis packages which may have superior
analyzing and graphics facilities. However, specialized analysis
packages often have quite limited facilities to combine different
files freely with each other.

MODELLING. PLANNING AND FORECASTING APPLICATIONS
In the previous section on applications based on extracted data,
modelling, planning and forecasting applications were identified
as
possible
typical
candidates
for
implementation with a
relati onal data base system.
These types of appl i cati ons are
often implemented as standalone applications independent of the
way the basic data is originally obtained - by extracting or by
some other procedures.
The value of a relational data base system for these applications
lies primarily in the ease by which various alternative and
changing relationships in the data can be analyzed. The nature of
these applications is to restructure the data, rearranging it
accordi ng to new hypothesi s and explore the consequences of
alternative relationships. Therefore the flexibility provided by
relational data base systems will be of special importance.

DATA BASES

~ITH

LARGE DR UNKNOWN NUHBER OF RELATIONSHIPS
The more possible relationships that exist between various parts
of the data, the more complex also is the task of choosing the
best hierarchical or network predefined data structure.
A
predefined
data
structure
is more
vulnerable to changing
requirements, new access patterns, changed volumes of data and
overlooked design alternatives.
A relational data base has a great advantage in that all
relationships are represented in the same way in the data itself.
Hew or changed access requirements do not have to be reflected in
a changed predefined ~ata structure. There is not as great a need
to correctly anti ci pate the most 1 i kely access paths from the
beginning. The advantage of having this freedom will be more and
more obvious the more relationships exist in the data itself.
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I"PLE"ENTATION OF APPLICATION GENERATORS
The relational data base structure itself will be very well suited
for implementations of application decision tables in relational
table format.
Such decision
tables can
then
drive more
generalized applications than are normally developed as standard
application programs.
In this sense table driven applications
are a step towards more generalized Application Generators.
The key for such applications is the relative simplicity by which
generalized function decision tables may be set up using tables
themselves as the driving mechanis~. The DB2 Sample Application
is a good example where this approach has proved to be beneficial.

QUERY APPLICATIONS
The class of applications normally characterized as Query will,
in a specific way, be the most important source of applications
for relational data base systems.
Query applications have in common the fact that the exact
procedure for access to data bases can not be defined in advance.
Information requests are ad-hoc in nature.
Also the typical
requester
of
information
is often
not a data processing
professi onal,
but
rather
a
person
wi th
other
ma in
responsibilities than Query formulation.
To satisfy this category of users interfaces have to be provided
that are better adapted to the needs of end-users who are non-DP
professionals.
The interactive DB2 TSO interface alone is not
sufficient for this category of users.
A query package 1 i ke QMF, based on a relat i onal data base
management system will
therefore be an ideal tool for an
Information Center environment.
Here a DP professional could
assist the ad-hoc user in specifying suitable extracts of
operational data and then formulate query or update requests
using the query terminal interface to the data base.
A relat i onal data base lends i tsel f as the basi 5 for query
packages better than does a hi erarchi calor network data base
system.
This is because in a relational data base there are no
relat i onshi ps that are al ready bu i It into the data structure.
Therefore there is no bias for or against a specific way of
accessing the data base.
In a hierarchical or network data base system a user has to code
differently when using relationships that are built into the
predefined data structure as compared to using relationships that
are represented as values in the data base. Experience has also
shown that query products based on a hierarchical or network data
structure tend to be more complex whenever the predefined
relationships in the data structure can not be directly used. The
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query formulation is not symmetric with respect to the way
relationships are used for access. and this asymmetry shows up as
increased complexity for the users.
A relational data base has
therefore much more potent i al for query products that could be
built on top of the relational data base management system itself.

PRIVATE DATA BASES VERSUS SHARED DATA BASES
The more isolated the data that a single person or a small group
of people is using, the more suited it will be for implementation
in a relational data base system. This is because the methods for
changing existing data structures are simplified in relational
data base systems.
The advantages of simplified data structure
changes will payoff much qu i cker the less impact there is on
other users shared data.
Relational data base systems are
therefore especially suited for data bases which are departmental
- which affect only limited group of users.
When the data base becomes larger and is shared by many different
users. the problems of control and maintenance will become more
important. and also more complex. These problems are limited not
only to the data base system but will also require well
established routines and responsibilities for change and tight
control
procedures.
The
problems
of
change control
and
maintenance tend to increase more with the size and shared usage
of the data base rather than with the type of data base management
system that is used.
So the advantage of having flexible tools
for quick and easy change may not be that dominant in large shared
data base environments.
Advantages of a relational data base system are therefore most
obvious where there are less requirements to share data with other
applications and user groups.

EVOLUTION OF RELATIONAL AND NON-RELATIONAL APPLICATIONS
It should be clear from the preceding sections that the dividing
line between relational and non-relational data base applications
is not very sharp.
Many applications may in fact be developed
using different types of data base management systems.
A considerable number of applications will continue to be best
served
by
a
non-relati onal
data
base management
system.
Characteristic for such applications is that they are using
predefined and stable data base structures in a repetitive
manner.
Performance
considerations
and
detailed
tuning
fac iIi ties may be more important for such appl i cat ions than
flexi bi 1 i ty in change and access of the data.
Relational data base systems tend to be more suited for
applications where there is a clear need to use many different and
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varying relationships in the data and where ease of change and
high level access to data is the more important aspect.
As experience with relational data base systems increases and the
implementations of relational data base management systems
mature, it is likely that more and more applications will be found
to be best served by a relational data base system. More and more
environments will find that flexibility in data base access and
flexibility of change is a key factor in successful data base
expansion and evolution.
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